Ready Mix Truck Driver
Qualifications:




Valid Driver’s License, successful completion of DOT medical-physical examination, and drug screening.
Currently hold a qualified CDL license and medical card; Able to shift a manual transmission.
Flexibility with core working hours. May be required to work early mornings and/or work long hours
given seasonal and market demands.

Responsibilities
















Able to climb into and out of the truck safely.
Prepare truck for the day’s work
Inspect equipment – pre and post trip; includes the wash down of chutes after delivery.
Vehicle Maintenance: perform pre-trip inspections pursuant to D.O.T. regulations at the beginning of
each shift with completion of vehicle inspection reports required daily.
Check tires; able to change flat tire
Able to pull down the 30 lb. connected chute attached to the back of the mixer once per hour.
o Lift and handle 60 lb. chutes on the side of the truck once per hour as needed (including on adverse
jobsites)
o May use 2-3 chutes once per hour, up to 10 loads per day (adding on and taking off).
 Adding chutes: must be lifted from the ground to the shoulder.
 Removing chutes: must be lifted from the shoulder to the ground.
Climb ladder on the back of the truck while maintain 3-points of contact to inspect the load, add water,
rinse hopper, and wash down truck.
Maintain truck; change oil and filters, grease, check fluids, transmission and rear-ends; keep the inside
and outside of the truck clean
Clean inside drum as needed; Chip out dried or built up concrete inside ready mix drum using a 30 lb.
handheld jackhammer 2-4 times per year.
Wear protective equipment as required by employer and or customer jobsite requirements; includes but
not limited to safety glasses, hard hats, proper footwear, hearing protection and proper clothing.
Deliver concrete to the jobsite using good driving habits to and from the jobsite as well as good safety
habits while on the jobsite.
Help at the Ready Mix plant as needed.

Physical Requirements
The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee to
successfully perform the essential functions of this job.
**Note: the physical demands described here are repeated motions, not repetitive.






Able to stand, walk, use hands and fingers to manipulate objects, talk and hear.
Vision abilities (with correction) include close, distance, peripheral, depth, and the ability to adjust focus.
The employee is frequently required to sit and use hands.
The employee is occasionally required to stand, walk and bend.
Job hazards include exposure to dust, noise, fumes, and all weather conditions. Potential for serious
injury exists if equipment is misused or safety precautions are not followed.

